[Study of matrine's use on the reversion of obtained multi-drug resistance of mice S80 tumour cell].
To Observe the effect caused by matrine's used on the reversion of obtained multi-drug resistance of mice S180's tumour cell induced by chemotherapy of Cisplatin + 5-FU + Cytoxan (PFC) and discuss its molecular mechanism. Patterned the methods of PFC chemotherapy in clinic, the mice were given Cisplatim 3 mg/kg x ip once a week and Cytoxan, CTX and 5-FU 3 mg/kg x ip once everyday for 4 weeks to set up the mice models of multi-drug resistance of S180 tumor cell. At the same time, gave the mice models matrine 4 weeks, and observed the P170, LRP, TOPO II by flow cytometry. matrine could obviously reduce the express of P170, LRP and the activiation of TOPO II, correlated with mulit-drug resistance tumour cells which were induced by chemotherapy. Matrine, with its adjustment of correlated biotic active matter, can intervene the ocurrence of the multidrug resistance of tumor cells induced by chemotherapy.